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Burning Spear by Ras Haile Mecael. Contact Ras Haile Mecael on Facebook or via the
Art of Rastafari group on Facebook for other heart works.
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Editorial Dub
Cover photo – Instrument Of Jah mandala, Dubshack tent, One Love Festival 2018.
Painting on slate by Mystys Myth, photo by Dan-I
Dear Reader,
Welcome to issue 28 for the month of Dan. Firstly, apologies to our regular writer Eric
Denham, whose Alton Ellis piece should have appeared in the singer’s birth month of
September.
Afrikan History Season swings into full gear this month in Oxfordshire, with the
opening of the Windrush Years exhibition at the Museum of Oxford and the
conference on the legacies of Emperor Haile Selassie I.
A huge thank you to the organisers of the One Love Festival and all the artists and
performers for making us feel truly welcome. I hope the reviews do the event justice.
As for local events, Reggae On Tap goes from strength to strength and new venture
Enjoy Yourself starts this month at The Swan in Eynsham on a regular basis thanks to
long time The Dub contributor Richie Roots.
Finally a big thank you to Prince Jamo and Messenger Douglas for a pair of fantastic
interviews, tune in next month for the first in our Tales From Birmingham.
Welcome to The Dub
Editor – Dan-I

danidubdub@btinternet.com
The Dub is available to download for free every month at

reggaediscography.blogspot.co.uk and rastaites.com
The Dub magazine is not funded and has no sponsors. While this allows for artistic freedom, it
also means that money for printing is very limited. If anyone is interested in printed copies,
they should contact me directly and I can ask our printers, Parchment of Oxford, to get some of
the issues required for the cost of £2.50 each.
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Birthday blessings dub
Oxford-ites: Jah Paul, Tony Dread, Jason ‘Do The Ska’ Hughes, Ras Haile
Mecael, Gary Constant & Teddy Dan – as Gary said,
“Dan-ites are musical people”
Yami Bolo – Oct. 1st 1970
Hopeton Lewis – Oct. 3rd 1947
Delroy Wilson – Oct. 5th 1948
Pato Banton – Oct. 5th 1961
Josey Wales – Oct. 8th
Ini Kamoze – Oct. 9th 1957
Dave Barker – Oct. 10th 1948
Chronixx – Oct. 10th 1992
Jah Cure – Oct. 11th 1978
Linval Thompson – Oct. 12th 1954
Rico Rodriguez – Oct. 17th 1934
Ziggy Marley – Oct. 17th 1968
Peter Tosh – Oct. 19th 1944
Frankie Paul – Oct. 19th 1965
Luciano – Oct. 20th 1964
Shaggy – Oct. 22nd 1968
George Nooks (Prince Mohammed) – Oct. 31st 1958

Black Journalists
John Russwurm – Mary Ann Shadd – Robert Love – Solomon Plaatje
Sam Ringgold Ward – Otto Huiswoud – Pixley Seme – T. Thomas Fortune
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“To have the truth in your possession you can be found guilty,
sentenced to death.
I've got to pick myself up, dust myself off and start all over again.
I am not a politician... I only suffer the consequences.
I travel the garden of music, thru inspiration. It's a large, very large garden, seen?”
quotes from Peter Tosh

INDEPENDENCE DUB
1st – Nigeria – 1960 (UK)
1st – Cameroon – 1961 (UK)
2nd – Republic of Guinea – 1958 (France)
4th – Lesotho – 1966 (UK)
9th – Uganda – 1962 (UK)
12th – Equatoreal Guinea – 1968 (Spain)
24th – Zambia – 1964 (UK)
27th – St. Vincent and the Grenadines – 1979 (UK)
29th – Morocco - 1956
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CULTURAL DIARY
5th October-12th January 2019 – “Windrush Years” exhibition at Museum of Oxford.
Free, 10am-5pm daily. Will include a Caribbean living room exhibition as well as
finding out more about the experiences of the Windrush generation with the voices of
local people, costumes from BKLUWO and artwork inspired by lived experiences.
13th & 14th October – “Monarchies & Modernities in Africa Conference: The Legacies
of Haile Selassie in the Popular Imagination” – School of Anthropology, Museum &
Ethnography Seminar Room 64, Banbury Road, Oxford OX2 6PF.
31st October – “Surge” by Jay Bernard – John Henry Brookes Lecture Theatre, Oxford
Brookes Headington Campus, 6pm
Throughout October - Dreams and Legacies exhibition and space to think - The Lab
(next to the Glass Tank and Abercrombie Cafe), Abercrombie Building, Oxford Brookes
Headington Campus

CLEAN UP
We got to build a better nation
Clean up
Clean up Jah Creation
Or there will be no future for you
You and me
from “Fools Die” by Peter Tosh
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FRANKIE PAUL
It’s a Saturday night in 1983 and I’m listening to David Rodigan’s show on Capital
Radio which at the time is one of the very few reggae shows on British radio and as
such an essential listening source. Rodigan plays all styles from roots to lovers to
revival but this night the tune he plays that really captures me is from a singer I’ve
never heard before called Frankie Paul. A sparse and heavyweight one drop tune
produced at Channel One, ‘Worries In The Dance’ carries a vibe and the voice has a
soulful quality that reminds me of Dennis Brown. Taping the show as I regularly did in
those days, I add the tune to my wants list and soon pick it up on Hitbound label.

Born in Kingston in 1965 and afflicted by blindness, his sight was partially restored by
an operation. Encouraged to sing by Stevie Wonder who visited Frankie’s school, he
embarked on a career which saw him record a huge volume of material for many
different producers. Earning the nickname Frankie “Dancehall” Paul, much of his
material was in the dancehall and lovers vein but he also recorded a number of
wicked roots tunes. Falling into that rare breed of impeccable singers, his vocal
delivery was always faultless no matter what he recorded.
In the early 1980s some of his first and most powerful roots material was recorded for
Bertram Brown’s Freedom Sounds label and associated offshoots. The killer ‘Right
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Time’ came on 7 inch and featured heavily on Sir Coxsone sound along with dubplate
cuts.

Another song much played on dubplate by Sir Coxsone was ‘Babylon Man’ which
came on the “Give The Youth A Chance” album released on the High Time label.
Recorded at Channel One and mixed at King Tubbys, it was a crucial blend of rootsy
dancehall that was emerging at that time. The tough rootsy ‘African Princess’
featured on the same album and was also released on High Music 7 inch.
Frankie had a long association with Prince Jammy and 2 of his finest roots tunes for
Jammy came on Greensleeves 12 inch in 1984 with ‘Do Good’ on the Billie Jean riddim
alongside ‘Children Of Israel’.
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Recorded for producer Paul Chue, ‘South Africa’ was a heavyweight mid 80s affair
that came on Fu Manchu 12 inch The Skengdon label came to roots afficianados’
attention in the 80s with a good selection of roots material, which included the anti
gun tune ‘Gun Shot’ from Frankie. Riding a version of the Swing Easy riddim, ‘Weed
Without Seed’ was a tough ganja tune recorded for Winston Riley’s Techniques label.
In 1984 Blacker Dread from Sir Coxsone sound released ‘Fire De A Mus Mus Tail’
featuring Frankie riding Michael Prophet’s Gunman riddim. From the same
production team came ‘The Beginning Of The Ending’ on a typically mid 80s sounding
roots riddim released in 1985. Frankie had a long association with Blacker Dread and
Sir Coxsone, singing live on Coxsone sound in London on occasions.
In the mid 1980s, Channel One released a series of albums titled “Showdown”
featuring 2 artists back to back. “Showdown Volume 6” featuring Frankie and Little
John including 5 wicked tunes from Frankie including ‘Children Of Israel’ on a
different riddim to the single release and ‘Wicked A Go Feel It’ on the Java riddim.

Some would say Frankie was a latter day Dennis Brown in his vocal style and one of
several Dennis tunes versioned by Frankie was ‘Wanna Be No General’, a tough 90s
digital production that came on Blacker Dread 7 inch. 1991 saw the release of
another serious roots tune ‘Thanks And Praise’ featuring The Gang Lords.
In the mid 1990s Frankie left Jamaica to live in Gambia. He died in Jamaica in 2017,
leaving a 35 years long legacy of musical accomplishment.
Steve Mosco aka Jah Warrior
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Rico Rodriguez
Ramble
Ghost Town 12” – with The Specials
Africa/ Afro-Dub
Take Five
Rico Special

Albums
Man From Wareika
Roots To The Bone
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This year marks the 70th Anniversary Celebrations of the docking of the SS Empire
Windrush, on 22nd June 1948 at Tilbury Docks in Essex. In Oxford and Oxfordshire,
African Caribbean and African Kultural Heritage Initiative (ACKHI) and the Afrikan
heritage community, its partners, Museum of Oxford, Oxford City Council, Pitt Rivers
Museum, Oxford University History Faculty and more have developed a programme
of events to mark the anniversary during 2018 and 2019, including a major exhibition
at the Museum of Oxford.
The ‘Windrush Generations’ have been hailed as a significant time in British history,
arguably changing the economic, social and cultural landscape of Britain. The SS
Empire Windrush, named after the river Windrush which runs through Oxfordshire,
brought 492 plus, Jamaicans and people from some of the other British Caribbean
Islands to England. These trail-blazers were the first significant numbers of West
Indians to arrive in England responding to Britain’s call for support in the form of
labour to aid its post World War II rebuilding programme. Seventy years later, we
have witnessed the appalling “Windrush Scandal” and the denial of citizenship to
those who have lived worked, studied and raised their families in Britain.
We in Oxfordshire want to commemorate, celebrate and honour those Trail Blazers,
their legacy, the next generations of West Indians/Caribbeans, British Caribbeans, and
their impact and contributions to British society.
Check https://ackhi.org for further details
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CORNERSTONEMUSIK
www.cornerstonemusik.wikifoundry.com
Cornerstonemusik (Oxford UK) present a 5 hour radio
show Foundation Music Thursdays on Green Futures
Festival Radio / Kingston Green Radio. Every show offers
support and airtime to breakthrough artists / groups'
from UK, Jamaica. USA, Africa and more along with
wicked classics and rareities from the Cornerstonemusik
vinyl vaults
Foundation
Music – Green Futures Festival Radio on ‘TUNE IN’ or go to
www.greenfuturesfestivals.org.uk / www.kingstongreenradio.org.uk
text to
+44 (0)7813355448
R.I.P. Wesley Tinglin (The Viceroys)
The Viceroys, one of my favourite reggae vocal groups who started recording in 1967
releasing lots of singles and also several albums in the 1970s and early 1980s. They
split up in the 1980s but reformed
returned to recording in 2006. The
group was formed in Kingston, Jamaica
by Wesley Tinglin with Daniel Bernard
and Bunny Gayle and made their debut
rocksteady recording for producer
Coxsone Dodd in 1967. They released
several more singles for the Studio One
label, including classics like ‘Ya Ho’, ‘Fat
Fish’, and ‘Love & Unity’. They went on
to record for other producers in the late
1960s and 1970s, including Derrick
Morgan, Winston Riley and Lee "Scratch" Perry before returning to Studio One in the
late 1970s. When Bunny Gayle left, Neville Ingram took his place and in 1980 Norris
Reid joined replacing Daniel Bernard. Their first big hit in Jamaica was the Sly &
Robbie produced ‘Heart Made of Stone’ following up with Linval Thompson produced
albums “We Must Unite” in 1982 and “Brethren and Sistren”, in 1983. Norris Reid left
to be replaced by Chris Wayne and in 1984 they worked with Winston Riley on the
“Chancery Lane” album. An uncompleted album “Love Is All” was released as “in
2004”. In 2000 the original trio got back together for a brief reunion to revisit some
of their classic releases on “The Original Voiceroys Revisited” CD. After a another
break Wesley Tinglin reformed the group with Neville Ingram and newcomer Michael
Gabbidon, and in 2006 released a live recording from Earl "Chinna" Smith's French
label Makasound. Sadly after being struck down with lung cancer, Wesley Tinglin died
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on 18 September 2018 aged 75. However, we can continue to celebrate his great
musical legacy R.I.P.
Recommended NEW RELEASES
Party Fired Up – featuring Spring Wata, Snatcha Lion, Karen
Schloss, Joshua Manning, Ginjah, Chaka Demus and Pliers,
Richie Spice, Chaka Demus Pliers and Rihanna
Format - Riddim Album
Label - Cross Di Wata
Digital Ancient Dub (Dub Series Volume 3) – Zion I Kings
Format – Album
Label - Lustre Kings

Progress Riddim – Prince Swanny, Freddy, Chennet Di
Man and Dontay, K – Lion,
Format – Riddim Album
Label - Nyce Nations
Peng Peng Riddim – Spuddy One, Dactah Chando, Dr Ring
Ding, TriXstar and Skarra Mucci and more
Format – Riddim Album
Label – Dox and Dizzie

Officer Riddim - Luciano, Mykal Rose, Papa Biggy, Louie
Culture, Lutan Fyah, Mighty Mystic, King Mas Jah Riffe,
King- I, Atterny
Format – Riddim Album
Label – BD Labs
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The General - The Selassie Ites
Format – Single
Label - Selassie Ites Music

As Long As You Love Me – Ammoye
Format – Single
Label – Penthouse Records

Mother Of Creation – Black Symbol
Format – Single
Label – Sugar Shack records

Jah No Dead - Platinum Flames
Format – Single
Label – Full 100 Music

Introducing from Ghana – The Ancient Kushites
Look
out for these foundation roots cuts – Repatriation, Rasta
Movement, Roots and Rastafari Government

A big thanks and respect to all the artists, producers and
agents that provide us with brand new and back catalogue music / jingles and drops
for our radio playlists. If you have music you want to be considered for our shows
please forward in MP3 or send Download Access to cornerstonemusik@aol.com
DJ Baps
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Oxford AFRIKAN History SEASON October 2018
Oxford, Ethiopia and the Legacies of Haile Selassie I in the Popular Imagination
On 24th October 1954, Haile Selassie Emperor of Ethiopia visited Oxford and received
an honorary degree from Lord Halifax, then Chancellor of the University. This was his
first visit after the liberation of Ethiopia from the Italian occupation and his own
enforced exile in Bath in the 1930s. The Emperor was on a world tour to re-establish
international links and renew support for the development and modernization of
Ethiopia. In 1960, he became patron of the Oxford University African Student Society.
On the occasion of Afrikan History Season (Beyond Black History Month) in Oxford
and to commemorate the visit and celebrate ongoing Oxford relations and
engagement with Ethiopia, there is a special weekend event to review, remember and
discuss the many legacies of Haile Selassie within Ethiopia, externally as founder of
the Organization of African Unity as well as internationally as icon for past and
contemporary Pan Africanist movements.
The event takes place on Saturday October 13 from 9am-7pm at the School of
Anthropology, Museum & Ethnography Seminar Room 64, Banbury Road, Oxford
OX2 6PF. The event is accompanied by “ETHIOPIA IN OXFORD”, a series of
exhibitions in Oxford leading up to the commemoration.
Hugo Makepeace
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ALTON ELLIS
THE GODFATHER
Alton Ellis has been given various nicknames, including The Godfather and Mr Soul.
He was born Alton Nehemiah Ellis on September 1st 1938 in Kingston, Jamaica and
died October 10th 2008 in West London. He was one of Jamaica’s finest singers and
with a smooth voice recorded his first hit, ‘Muriel’ in 1961 with another singer Eddie
Perkins and as you would expect, they performed as Alton & Eddie. Alton’s initial
success was with producer Clement ‘Coxsone’ Dodd, but when Alton was gaining no
financial reward he left and signed up for another well- known producer, Duke Reid,
to record for his Treasure Isle label. He recorded such songs as ‘Dance Crasher’, ‘Cry
Tough’, and ‘Girl I’ve Got A Date’ and helped Reid to surpass Coxsone Dodd and
become Jamaica’s biggest producer and sound system operator.
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1966 came and the Ska rhythm changed and became Rocksteady, a much slower
rhythm and Alton became one of the first rocksteady singers. Clement ‘Coxsone’
Dodd got Alton back to his recording studio, gave him a contract and by 1968 Alton
was known as the King of Rocksteady, having hits with ‘Willow Tree’, ‘I’m Just A Guy’
and ‘Sitting In The Park’. As happened first time around, recording for Dodd
produced no money from the afore mentioned recordings and he decided to relocate
in the US and Canada before eventually moving to England in 1973. Alton recorded
many songs that cemented his reputation as one of Jamaica’s most consistent singers.
He was celebrated internationally for being 25 years in the recording business and
performed at Jamaica’s Reggae Sunslash Festival in 1983 and 1985. From 1998
onwards, he released compilations on his own recording label Altone, containing
much of his earlymaterial; he also recorded a 12 inch, ‘Man From Studio One’, in
1991 for Coxsone Dodd.
Alton celebrated more 30 years in the recording industry and never stopped
recording right up to his death in 2008. Starting in the music business at an early age,
he epitomizes the story of Jamaican vocalists. Alton had huge popularity for a
relatively short period and then a slow decline in popularity even though he was
continuing to record high quality records.
He had the song writing knack and a great voice and the ability to take R&B and Soul
songs and record them Jamaican style which made them Reggae songs and not cover
versions. Alton Ellis was part of a musical family and was one of the few Jamaican
singers on the Treasure Isle label to establish a relationship with both Duke Reid and
Clement ‘Coxsone’ Dodd. He recorded the album “The Best Of Alton Ellis” and along
with recording at Studio One, he toured England with the Soul Vendors who had
played backing tracks on the afore mentioned album. Reggae came along in 1968 and
Alton recorded for other top Jamaican producers including Lloyd Daley and Keith
Hudson, with whom he recorded ‘Back To Africa’, ‘Lord Deliver Us’ and ‘Big Bad Boy’.
By 1972, Alton was disillusioned with the Jamaican recording scene and moved to
England to hopefully find a better life. Having moved to England, he started the
started the previously mentioned Altone Records. He continued to record during the
70’s and 80’s and even though he recorded some high-class songs he drifted out of
the public eye and his fans started to wonder where he had gone.
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1990 came along with an album for Heartbeat Records titled “Soul Groover”, which
included many of his Treasure Isle output and as the 90s dawned Alton found himself
performing regularly in Europe and the U.S.

Currently Alton’s work can be found on the recording “Mr Soul Of Jamaica – Greatest
Hits” on the Sanctuary label and consists of two 20 track CDs full of past recordings
from his Treasure Isle days and includes six recordings new to CD - this collection is a
must for Alton Ellis fans and lovers of classic smooth Jamaican sounds. Another CD
album well worth hunting down is “I’m Still In Love With You” which features
Hortense Ellis who is Alton’s sister and recorded on the Heartbeat label. Alton
recorded so much material over the years, recording also for the Pama Records
company, and with such an extensive list it would be impossible to list them all so
here are just a few of the albums available currently. “Legend” (Attack-2disc), ”Sings
Rock and Soul” (Studio One), “Be True To Yourself: The Godfather Of Lover’s Rock”
(Anthology 1965-1973” (Sanctuary), “Soul Groover” (Trojan), “Get Ready For Rock
Reggae Steady” (Jamaican Gold).
Eric Denham
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Day One of Dan-I’s coverage for The Dub of the 2018 One Love Festival

Instrument Of Jah family, photo courtesy of Angus David
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Friday, just pulled up into the camping field and started to get orientated onsite.
After a quick wander around, the first area I visit is the Dub Shack, hosted by
Instrument Of Jah Sound System. Set in a big striped tent, they have stacks of
speakers at both ends and banners all over. The stacks were built by Jah Tubby for
IOJ founder Patrick Anselm, who died from cancer in August 2015. IOJ have held onto
the Dub Shack as a yearly gathering of Patrick’s family (blood and musical) ever since
and their organisation and professionalism is a strong tribute to him.
Finbarr Carter from Rebel Lion Sound System is up first on selection duties and acts as
host on the mic throughout the weekend. Finbarr’s years of experience on the radio
are clear – a varied and balanced set of old and new high quality roots reggae as well
as some confident vocals. He closed with updated cuts of Burning Spear’s ‘Creation
Rebel’ – timeless.
Rusty Rebel, from Birmingham’s Rebel Rock Sound System continued the warm up,
digging deep into her revival 45s: ‘Rastaman Chant’, Light Of Saba, ‘Deuteronomy’ by
Sylford Walker (which got Patrick’s son flossing with delight) and ‘Rise & Shine’ by
Bunny Wailer. A serious session was already under way and it was only 4pm as she
dropped ‘Jah No Partial’ by Cultural Roots, a personal favourite which drew a few
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more of the building festival crowd into the tent. Kiddus I’s ‘Graduation In Zion’ and
Martin Campbell’s ‘Wicked Rule’ step the interest levels up more still.

Fat Frog & Satta Mann (Real Roots)

Rusty Rebel

Satta Mann and new producer on the block Fat Frog (both from hard working Londonbased sound system Real Roots) take over on the decks after Rusty Rebel and
continue the warm up vibe, mixing stone cold classics with some new dubplate
material. IOJ engineers Angus and Sista Emma keep steadily building the volume and
balance on the set as the crowd begin to fill the tent. Outside, several thousand
people are parking up, pitching tents, getting their bearings and heading off to
explore the various festival arenas (there are 3 live stages as well as two serious
sound system tents and the Rasta Village area). The festival is in a new location this
year, set in a natural bowl deep in the hills of Bruton in Somerset. Being a part of the
mythic landscapes in the heart of England seems to really suit the One Love Festival.
After Real Roots, Ryan Moore aka Twilight Circus starts to take things deeper into the
expansive dub realms. Having communicated with Ryan for years on the internet
(originally via the old Blood and Fire group), it was a delight to finally meet him and
catch up.
There are plenty of varied food stalls, including some wonderful vegan and vegetarian
Indian food; lots of stalls selling clothing, flags and other products bedecked in ites,
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gold and green; and what looks like half the stock of Massive Records from Camden
Lock Market on their stall. While on walkabout, I start bumping into people I know.
Kutty from Bristol’s Qualitex Sound System is pumped and ready for the night’s Battle
of the Dubplates in the Saxon tent. Field Frequency had the pleasure of playing a
Sunday afternoon roots session with Qualitex and Ballistic Rootikal in Bristol some
years ago and Spanners and myself have always enjoyed catching up with Kutty, who
despite running a leading dancehall sound, regularly checks roots and dub dances and
has just helped Robert Tribulation upgrade the Word Sound & Power Sound System.

Saxon Sound hosting The Battle of the Dubplates

I also bump into Gaffa Blue from Nasty Rockers, who will be challenging Qualitex and
two other sounds in the Saxon tent. I know Gaffa from his sound’s appearances at
Notting Hill Carnival, where they have been a regular fixture for many years. They
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weren’t there this year however, due to last minute license changes for sound
systems which put a large extra load of liability (financial and logistical) on them.
Gaffa said they fully intend to be back at Carnival next year with the full Nasty
Rockers/ Nasty Love/ Mixing Lab crew. Gaffa has also been involved in some serious
record releases in recent years and a new batch of revive tunes from Desi Roots is
ready to go from Gaffa Blue Distribution.
Saxon Outernational have just come straight from two days at the Notting Hill
Carnival the weekend before and were well in the juggling zone by Friday evening.
Clash being clash, times are running a little late when the Battle of the Dubplates gets
started, and Saxon were getting into a serious Sanchez session before handing over to
the clashing sounds at around 8pm. Two of the four sounds from tonight’s heat will
go through to the final on Sunday, and Saturday’s heat will work the same way.
Tonight it is the turn of Qualitex, Nasty Rockers, Little Sample and Splashdown Muzik
House. After numerous rounds of specials, Qualitex and Nasty Rockers go through to
Sunday’s final, connecting better with the audience, which is not a typical clash crowd
by any means. There are plenty of curious onlookers, plenty who seem to love the
dancehall sounds as well as those for whom this is clearly not their first soundclash.
After the clash, Saxon carry on their easy juggling vibes until the 2am curfew.

Neil from Zion Train & Brother Culture setting up

Over on the main stage, the live music had started and I managed to catch Kingsley
Salmon, an up and coming reggae artist with a bold and tight young band who
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delivered a great set, drawing more people towards the stage as the site began to fill
up. There was sadly a no show from headliner Cutty Ranks, but Zion Train more than
rose to the occasion. There was a separate review of the excellent Zion Train meets
Brother Culture show in the last issue of The Dub (Issue 28, September 2018).
After that, I returned to the Dub Shack, hoping against hope to catch some of the live
set by Kibir La Amlak & Dawtas of Aya from Brazil, but arrived in time for the
applause and a closing speech from JT about the importance of standing firm in the
face of the struggle and being ready to defend yourself from the system’s brutality.
Aluta Continua.
‘Hail HIM’ by Sista Rasheda and ‘Sheep To The Shepherd’ by Prince Jamo played while
Kibir La Amlak and Channel One changed over, the Dub Shack now busy and moving.
Channel One kicked off with Mykal Rose’s ‘I Love King Selassie’ (over the Natural
Mystic riddim), connecting instantly with a crowd ready for their now well known
roots and culture blend. Mikey Dread and Ras Kayleb were joined by guests Aba
Ariginal aka Patrick Tenyue of Matic Horns and MC Afrikan Simba, who used to be a
regular on Channel One Sound back in the 1990s (I have fond memories of Simba
chanting with Channel One at Notting Hill Carnival, so this is a very special event).
Mikey played big tunes from Yabby You and the Roots Radics as well as the ‘Be
Yourself’ tune he ran hard at Carnival the previous Monday. The biggest response,
though, came from Danny Red’s ‘Build A Sound’, bringing on a rocker’s delight as
Mikey built up the dub pressure.
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Grounation at the Rasta Village, One Love Festival 2018

One of the questions on the lips of the crowd at the One Festival was “Have you been
over to the Rasta Village field yet?” Similar in principle to the Healing Fields at
Glastonbury Festival, this was an opportunity for representatives of Rastafari to share
aspects of their livity with an interested public. The Rasta Village was hosted by
IQulah Rastafari and his Giddeon Family – IQulah is the president of the Ethiopian
World Federation Charter 17 in his home of St. Ann, Jamaica and has been an
International Chaplain for the last 3 years. The EWF presented workshops on the
works and times of HIM Haile Selassie 1st, as well as the early rise of the Ras Tafari
and Ethiopian movements.
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As well as workshops on the history of the movement, there were demonstrations
relating to food – the principles and practice of ital cooking, focusing on vegetables,
herbs and spices used in Rastafarian cooking, showing the nutritional and culinary
importance of each ingredient. There was a herb library where you could learn the
medicinal properties of many herbs. There was also a meditative temple where you
could engage in your own private contemplation.

As well as the EWF, the Rasta Village was set up in association with the Rastafari
Andahnet Centre in St Ann, Jamaica, which was established by IQulah in the 1990s as
a foundation for the wider Rastafari community. The Andahnet Centre serves as a
springboard for ones to develop new and existing skills. By equipping youth with a
wider skill set this opens greater opportunities to create or gain meaningful
employment.
From the Andahnet Centre, numerous programs have been launched, including a
restaurant, farming and beekeeping program as well as a recording studio. Youths
have a place to learn to play instruments and rehearse in groups. This has produced a
steady succession of talented musicians who have gone on to produce music of their
own, and to work with other leading singers in the industry.
The field’s visual design was the work of Ras Bunny King, who filled the area with
paintings in ites, gold and green and also supplied the photos for this section of the
festival review. Throughout the proceedings there were traditional drum and
chanting sessions in the centre of the village. I arrived in the field during one of these,
with the drummers set up in the middle of a stone circle that had been especially built
for this purpose. The site had views around the entire landscape, perfect for
reflection and meditation.
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The music of Nyahbinghi or Grounation is the true music of Rastafari, with closer links
to kumina than to soul or ska. This music is built around 3 main type of drum:
Thunder or double-headed bass drum, Funde (the middle drum) and Repeater or
Kette (the highest pitched and smallest of the drums used), as well as the Shaka or
Shekere, which is a gourd with a net of dried seeds. It is this music which is played by
the Drums Of Defiance, featured in the last issue of The Dub, as well as by classic
groups such as the Mystic Revelation Of Rastafari.
One last word on the people of the Rasta Village – thank you for your kindness and
hospitality, I look forward to linking again soon.
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...

While at a music festival the other week I spent some time chatting to a man who’s
produced the recordings of many well known artists from Eric Clapton, Radiohead,
Steve Winwood, John Mayall and many others as well. Originally at his studios in
Chipping Norton, but more recently in Chicago and in Spain where he now lives. Go
to the town and there’s a blue plaque where Mike Vernon produced his legendary
albums, also more recently producing some of today’s artists over in Spain. The
number of albums he’s made is amazing, but it also reminded me of the great New
Orleans producer in its heyday, one Cosimo Matassa. He was the man to go to if you
wanted a hit or become the best you could be. Literally hundreds of singles poured
out of his studios, and then the albums, many of them still available and selling well
today, fifty plus years on.

A recent Cosimo Matassa collection; and the J & M Studios today

Before the big records that included anyone who was anyone then, as a salesman, he
saw the need for a record shop that sold local artists’ recordings, so he opened one.
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Then he saw the need for places to record them, and the need for a producer to look
after it all, hence this is when he began to make the music New Orleans is known for,
along with the hottest group of musicians to become the studios session men. But it’s
when you see the people he recorded with you see what I mean. In fact, in recent
times two box sets of his recordings have been issued, each containing four discs of
hits. Over the two sets it’s not far off three hundred, and that’s an awful lot of hit
records, and an equally amazing set of songwriters to make it happen. Sure some,
like Fats Domino and Dave Bartholomew wrote most of their own, others didn’t,
hence the hit song writers came in, many of them still quite unknown.
The entire New Orleans R & B record scene was centred around the recording studios
of Cosimo Matassa; that shows just how important it was that if you wanted to make
a record he was the man you went to. Dr. John, one of the city’s best known artists
still going strong today, said “Cosimo was the type of engineer who believed in one
type of scene. He would set the knobs for the session and very rarely moved
anything.” His first studio was actually in North Rampart and Dumaine, J & M Studios,
opened in 1945 while he was still in the business of selling juke boxes. He ran a coin
operating business, then moved onto selling phonographs, used ones at that, before
opening an old record shop. In that, he built his first studio and just began his career
in making records. Not only recording them but pressing them using an old disc
cutting machine.
From Cosimo’s studios, artists such as Fats Domino, Lloyd Price, Little Richard,
Champion Jack Dupree, Guitar Slim, Paul Gayden, and so many more came out of the
New Orleans hit factory. This was a man with the golden touch and had just about
the best studio band there was. That’s why today Cosimo Matassa and his music
remain so popular, the real sound of New Orleans.
by Pete Clack, Writer for Blues In
Britain

producer Mike Vernon
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Kamitan Arts has published a book of collected poetry entitled “Poetry 4 Grenfell:
Voices From Da Grove And Latimer”. Princess Emmanuelle aka Sista Poet Empres$
*1 has brought together voices from across the area directly around Grenfell Tower,
respresenting different moods, backgrounds, perspectives and approaches to poetry
in this deeply impressive project.
Kamitan Arts works with children, young people and adults that are from
disadvantaged backgrounds and challenging situations, aiming to respect and
understand without discrimination, and embrace all communities in Kensington and
Chelsea and beyond.
Emmanuelle Marcel (Princess Emmanuelle), the Founding Director of Kamitan Arts, is
professionally trained at Dance and Theatre Schools and is experienced in creating
dance workshops, performances, and collaborative productions fusing Dance, Drama,
Theatre and Poetry in a wide variety of settings. These include the Golborne (Road)
Youth Centre, The Tabernacle, The Man in the Moon Theatre, Portobello Film Festival,
The Royal Festival Hall and Wandsworth Prison.
“The Trinidadian born political activist Claudia Jones said ‘A people’s art is the genesis
of their freedom.’ The Poetry 4 Grenfell project embraces this tradition of art as
transformative process and shows us all how poetic expression has the power to heal.
As a North Kensington resident for 26 years, a poet and grassroots community
activist, I commend the work of my younger Sista Poet Empres$ *1 and all of the
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poets of all ages, ethnicities and faiths whom she has brought together to produce
these truly beautiful, heartfelt and powerful words. ASE OOO“… I Sis Amlak (‘I Sis
Poet’, activist poet)
“A heartfelt, vital and necessary collection of poetry. The community’s soul speaks
volumes.” Courttia Newland (Author, the Scholar: A Westside Story, Society Within,
Snakeskin)
“Poetry possesses the redemptive power of healing. It holds our hand and consoles
us throughout the painful episodes on the journey of life.” Ishmahil Blagrove Jr.
(Founder of Rice ‘N Peas)

Silent Walks
14th October 2018 marks 16 months since the horrors at Grenfell. 16 months and still
the survivors and the bereaved fight day in day out seeking justice and answers. 16
months of a community building on love and unity all the6 while dealing with the
traumas of that horrific night.
The Silent Walks have become a vital part of the community’s healing and all are
welcome to please join as we walk again 15 months on. The walk is open to all and
your support is very much needed during these hard times.
Grenfell Forever In Our Hearts
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DAVE BARKER
Dave Barker was one half of the Dave and Ansell Collins duo who had a big UK hit in
1971 with ‘Double Barrel’; it actually reached the dizzy height of No. 1. Dave has
been a London resident since the early 70s and unfortunately he along with other
notable Jamaican artists have not always seen much of the limelight over the years.

Dave was born David Crooks in Franklin Town, Kingston in 1948 and he started singing
at an early age. His recording career started in the late 60s at the recording studios of
Harry Johnson and Coxsone Dodd; at this time being part of the duo Glen & Dave, the
Glen being Glen Brown. Dave Barker became popular as a solo artist with producer
Lee Perry at the end of the 60s, he then worked with many other producers that
included amongst the already mentioned ones, Duke Reid, Bunny Lee and Lloyd
Chalmers. The releases by which Jamaican music fans most remember Dave are
‘Prisoner Of Love’, ‘Shocks Of Mighty’, ‘Monkey Spanner’ and of course ‘Double
Barrel’, several of these being with Ansel Collins.
When Dave came to the UK he worked with producers like Larry Lawrence and Tony
Cousins, after which he left the music scene for a while. During the 80s and 90s he
worked with producers John Rubie and Phil Pratt and joined the soul groups, Congress
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and Cargo. Dave released a re-vamped ‘Double Barrel’ on which the toasting was
done by Macka B and he performed well received shows in London, using The
Cimarons as his backing band.

Going back to ‘Double Barrel’, when Dave got together with Ansel Collins it was only
the second time they had met. At the time of that single the duo appeared on Top Of
The Pops and toured England doing three shows a night. They toured for six months,
and then the record producer Winston Riley returned to Jamaica, leaving Dave living
in a terrible bed-sit in Ladbroke Grove which led to depression and he had no money.
After six months Dave was persuaded to go to Creole Records and an album deal was
put together, from this came the album “Living In The Ghetto”; an album that was
never released after he and Ansel had a big argument. Dave moved to Kilburn as a
married man and was working spraying cars at the time. In 1976 along with Bobby
Davies and Winston Francis, another Jamaican legend, they formed the band Chain
Reaction. Dave ended up working with yet another Jamaican artist, this time Bruce
Ruffin and signed with Gulf Records to record the album “Indebted To You”. Dave’s
contract at Gull Records came to an end and this was the one and only album. After
this he worked for a John Barnes in his boiler house to earn regular money, staying
with Bobby Davies. While Dave was working in the boiler house, he was to meet Mike
Carr from the group Cargo. Mike was a musician and he introduced Dave to Tim
Canfield, who at the time played with The Bee Gees for whom several tracks had
already been written. After recording, they were taken to EMI and the track ‘Holding
On For Your Love’ had some success, mostly in the United States.
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It was now 1982 and through Mike Carr, Dave met Bluey, a member of the group
Incognito and became their lead singer. The group did some shows but by the mideighties the shows had ceased and Dave became an odd job man. Later on the music
side of his life picked up again for Dave and throughout the late eighties he toured in
Europe performing alongside artists such as Laurel Aitken, Judge Dread and Tony
Glenroy (ex member of Reggae band Greyhound), Dennis Alcapone and others.
By the 90s Dave was touring and singing with The Selector and this still happens from
time-to-time to this day. As an artist Dave has been badly exploited and in conclusion
Dave has continued to record for various producers and performed at many shows all
over the world. One could say that in the end his career took a turn for the better,
long may he continue to be part of the Jamaican music scene. Many releases have
come from Dave as a solo artist and with Ansel Collins as a duo, here are just a few:
45s:
PRISONER OF LOVE (Punch ) 1969
SHE WANT IT (High Note) 1970
FUNKY REGGAE (Duke) 1970
SOUND UNDERGROUND (Upsetter) 1970
with Ansel Collins - DOUBLE BARREL
(Techniques) 1970
MONKEY SPANNER (Techniques) 1971
SHOCKS OF MIGHTY (Techniques) 1972
KARATE (Techniques) 1972
Albums:
DOUBLE BARREL -The Best Of Dave & Ansel Collins (Trojan) 2002
PRISONER OF LOVE (Trojan) 1970
DOUBLE BARREL - All The Hits And More (Prestige Elite Records) 2006
Eric Denham
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AFRICAN HERBSMAN
A Time To Seep
Fearing that I’d lose some of the essential quality of the product, I decided to seep,
rather than to boil. During the seeping, the concoction – rosemary, coconut oil and
sweet almond oil – looked like a lake frozen over, with bits of branch sticking out here
and there. But after the seeping, when the content is liquefied, a funnel end put in a
little bottle, a strainer placed on the funnel, what looked like something from a wintry
Canadian landscape, is transformed into a stream, reminiscent of honey; flowing from
the larger glass container into the little bottle, like the scared sap of Creation. They
say ‘good things come to those that wait’; this old adage proved true after the long
period of seeping. The sweet feeling of accomplishment, to see the first Rootsman
Product: rosemary oil.
Sacred to many societies, in ancient Egypt, rosemary was laid in the graves of the
beloved, as a symbol of remembrance. They must have made bouquets of it, when
the great doctor and polymath Imhotep, went to meet the ancestors, who must have
happily welcomed him.
In the medieval era, rosemary root was used to ‘’relieve toothache.’’ The horticultural
writer/journalist Charles Lyte goes on further to say that ‘’Mixed with pepper and
honey, it was taken for coughs; garlands were worn around the head to clear
stuffiness; it was made into sugar lozenges to ease heart complaints.” Herbalists also
used it to deal with menstrual pains, as heart and liver tonic, to reduce high blood
pressure, to treat jaundice, calm nervous disorders and it was burnt to ward off fever.’’
Let me ask a question here. What would we do without the mentor? So I give thanks
for Kim Noel aka Yennanga. She was the one who suggested the length of the
seeping; the extra ingredient in lavender oil; the status of the peel, in the making of
lemon and orange oils: an unlimited source of knowledge.
Another source of knowledge, is the American nutritionist and herbalist Dr Josh Axe.
On his website he states five of the main benefits from rosemary oil usage. They are
‘’discourages hair loss and boosts growth; improves memory; liver boosting; lowers
cortisol; and cancer fighting.’’
Although not related, the African Rosemary, native to southern Africa, also has a long
history as medicine. Amongst its healing qualities, ‘’A tea is brewed from the leaves of
this plant that is said to relieve chest congestion and coughs. Wild rosemary essential
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oil is also taken as a diuretic and to encourage sweating.’’
As I prepare to begin writing the third assignment – on Phamacology, Toxicity and
Contra-Indications – of a diploma course in Herbal Medicine, it’s good to have this
self-imposed practical going on; my first foray into herbal practice. It’s a boost to
receive the positive feedback, before the launch of Rootsman Products, which will
help fund African School - the office rent and resources. Patience and herbs: a time to
wait, because of a time to seep.
© Natty Mark Samuels, 2018. African School.
Give thanks for Dan-I, the editor of The Dub, who suggested I write about Rootsman
Products.
Sources
The Herb Garden – Charles Lyte
Food is Medicine - Dr Axe
Wild Rosemary - Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries - Republic of
South Africa.
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VINYL TRACKBACK :-

RIDE YOUR DONKEY – Various Artists (Trojan TTL 18)
On track 1 we find The Tennors with the album title track ‘Ride Your Donkey’ and this
is rocksteady telling a story about riding a donkey, as you would expect from the title.
Track 2 is ‘Save A Bread’ by an artist well known to Jamaican music collectors, Justin
Hines and the track is mid-tempo Rocksteady. Track 3 is also by an outfit that were
prolific recording artists on the Jamaican music scene, The Clarendonians. This time
we have a fast moving reggae sound with combined group vocals and a prominent
piano coming in on-and-off. The track is titled ‘Rude Boy Gone Jail’. Track 4 is
‘Combination’ by Lyn Beckford, an artist that is hard to find on vinyl or cd. This is a
nice track with a fast reggae beat and top notch vocal from this female artist. Track 5
is ‘One Scotch, One Bourbon, One Beer’ by Alfred Brown, who is another Jamaican
artist new to many Jamaican music fans I would think. It is a full-blooded rocksteady
cover of the Amos Milburn classic. Track 6 is without a doubt by one of Jamaica’s top
artists, Derrick Morgan, with a track titled ‘It’s Alright’. This number was first
recorded by The Impressions in 1963 and had Curtis Mayfield on vocal; this lends
itself well to the Rocksteady genre.

Track 7 is a stand-out track, if only for the fact that it is not really a Jamaican sound. It
is a guitar dominated instrumental by an outfit that again will not be familiar. The
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track is titled ‘Syncopate’ and is by an outfit calling themselves The Astronauts. Track
8 is the last one on side 1 and comes from a well known Jamaican artist in the form of
King Perry and is titled ‘Rub & Squeeze’. In truth, the artist is more than likely Lee
Perry on a strange reggae sound on which the main vocal is spoken rather than sung
and has lyrics that being a little near the mark would not have endeared itself to the
radio airwaves of the BBC.
Side 2 starts with another track by Derrick Morgan titled ‘Hold You Jack’ which is a
version of Max Romeo’s ‘Wet Dream’ with changed lyrics. Track 2 is again by an artist
who performed on side 1, King Perry with ‘Doctor Dick’ and again comes with explicit
lyrics and a spoken vocal over a fast moving rhythm track. Track 3 is performed by an
all female outfit called The Gaylets on a track titled ‘Silent River’. This has a heavy
bass guitar rhythm that was a big part of the rocksteady sound. Track 4 is a cross
between reggae and calypso by an artist that again is not familiar, calling himself Lord
Brymer. The track is titled ‘Congo War’ and is a refreshing change of sound as we get
to half way through side 2. Track 5 is by an outfit called The Tartans who were also
known as Devon & The Tartans (featuring Devon Russell) and formed in 1967. This
track is titled ‘Dance All Night’ and is a smooth rocksteady sound with a dominant
piano making up a heavy rhythm track over combined group vocals. Track 6 comes by
way of one of Jamaica’s top artists, Delroy Wilson, with a well known track titled
‘Dancing Mood’ and a big Jamaican hit. It moves along at a fast pace and with
Delroy’s fine vocal, is the outstanding track on the album. Track 7 has us once again
listening to the all female outfit by the name The Gaylets and this track has combined
vocals fronting a fast-paced rhythm track and a heavy rocksteady guitar sound. The
track is titled ‘I Like Your World’ and is the penultimate track on the album. Track 8 is
the final album track and comes via The Federals and ‘Penny For Your Song’ a midpaced rocksteady sound. Again the artists may not be familiar to most readers and
were formed in the mi-60’s, later renamed The Chosen Few. On this track we have a
mid-paced rocksteady rhythm with the usual haunting guitar sound one finds on
rocksteady recordings.
Eric Denham
West Indian Music Appreciation Society
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The dUB DIARY
Reggae On Tap: Natty HiFi, Makepeace, Nico D & Garvin Dan – Tap Social Movement,
Botley, Oxford OX2 0LX – Sun. 7th Oct., 3-10pm, free—launch of Rootsman Products –
next one 4th Nov.
Hollie Cook—O2 Oxford—Fri. 12th Oct.
Swindon Dub Club with Asher Messenjah – Afro Caribbean Centre, 39 Faringdon Road,
Swindon SN1 5AR - Sat. 13th Oct., free by invitation or flyer
Count Skylarkin – The Elm Tree, Witney – Sat. 13th Oct., 9pm
Monarchies & Modernities in Africa Conference: Oxford, Ethiopia and the Legacies of
Haile Selassie I in the Popular Imagination – Oxford Institute of Anthropology Museum
and Ethnography Seminar Room 64, Banbury Road, OX2 6PF—13th Oct., 9am-7pm
Enjoy Yourself: Richie Roots, Dan-I + Garvin Dan—The Swan, Eynsham—Sat. 20th Oct.
Toots & The Maytals – O2 Oxford – Fri. 26th Oct.
High Grade – R.I.S.C./Global Café, 40 London Street, Reading RG1 4PS – 26th Oct.
Wayne Wonder—O2 Oxford—Fri. 2nd Nov.
Natty & The Rebelship - O2 Oxford—Mon. 5th Nov.
Reading Dub Club: High Grade (Reading) & Mad Radics (Southampton) - R.I.S.C./Global
Café, 40 London Street, Reading RG1 4PS —Sat. 10th Nov., 8pm-1am
Baka Beyond – Isis Farmhouse, Oxford – Sat. 11th Nov. – 25th Anniversary Tour
Dub Pistols – O2 Oxford – Fri. 23rd Nov.
Enjoy Yourself: Richie Roots, Dan-I + Natty HiFi—The Swan, Eynsham—Fri 30th Nov.
Natural Progress & Entebbe (both on their own systems) – Hill Top Community Centre,
High Wycombe HP11 1UA – Sat. 15th Dec., 9pm-2am
Dreadzone—O2 Oxford—Fri. 21st Dec.
Reading Dub Club Special - R.I.S.C./Global Café, 40 London Street, Reading RG1 4PS —
Sat. 21st Dec., 8pm-1am
Field Frequency Sound System & Jah Lion Movement (playing on their own systems)–
The Bullingdon, Cowley Road, Oxford OX4 1UE – 28th Dec., 9pm-4am
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Past Desta*Nation shows can be found online at Mixcloud –
Search under DESTA*NATION or danidubdub (for more recent shows).

African Garden, like The Dub magazine, is
available to download for free online at
rastaites.com and
reggaediscography.blogspot.co.uk
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